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Disclaimers
Licences and approvals are not assured in all jurisdictions
BlueBenx intends to operate in full compliance with applicable laws and regulations and use its best
endeavours to obtain the necessary licences and approvals. Regulatory licences and/or approvals are
likely to be required in a number of relevant jurisdictions in which relevant activities may take place.
This means that the development and roll-out of all the initiatives described in this whitepaper are not
guaranteed. It is not possible to guarantee, and no person makes any representations, warranties or
assurances, that any such licences or approvals will be obtained within a particular timeframe or at all.
As such, the initiatives described in this whitepaper may not be available in certain jurisdictions, or at all.
This could require restructuring of these initiatives and/or its unavailability in all or certain respects.
In addition, the development of any initiatives is intended to be implemented in stages. During certain
stages of development, the project may rely on relationships with certain licensed third party entities.
If these entities are no longer properly licensed in the relevant jurisdiction, this will impact the ability of
BlueBenx to rely on the services of that party.

No advice
This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or
recommendation by BlueBenx, its affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, managers, employees,
agents, advisors or consultants on the merits of purchasing tokens nor should it be relied upon in
connection with any other contract or purchasing decision.

Not a sale of security
This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or financial service offering document and is not an
offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any security, investment products, regulated products or
financial instruments in any jurisdiction. BENX tokens are not being structured or sold as securities in
BlueBenx.com. Owners of BENX tokens are not entitled to any rights in BlueBenx or any of its affiliates,
including any equity, shares, units, royalties to capital, profit, returns or income in BlueBenx or any other
company or intellectual property associated with BlueBenx.
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No representations
No representations or warranties have been made to the recipient of this whitepaper or its advisers
as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters (express or
implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from this whitepaper or any omission from this document
or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any interested
party or their advisers. The BENX tokens, as envisaged in this whitepaper, are under development and
are being constantly updated, including but not limited to key governance and technical features. If
and when the BENX tokens are completed, they may differ significantly from the description set out
in this whitepaper. No representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness
of any plans, future projections or prospects and nothing in this document is or should be relied upon
as a promise or representation as to the future. To the fullest extent possible, all liability for any loss
or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not and whether or not Crypto.com has been
advised of the possibility of such loss or damage) which may arise from any person acting on any
information and opinions contained in this whitepaper or any information which is made available
in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care, is
disclaimed.

Third party data
This whitepaper contains data and references obtained from third party sources. Whilst the
management believes that these data are accurate and reliable, they have not been subject to
independent audit, verification, or analysis by any professional legal, accounting, engineering, or
financial advisors. There is no assurance as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the data.

Translations
This whitepaper and related materials are issued in English. Any translation is for reference purposes
only and is not certified by any person. No assurance can be made as to the accuracy and completeness
of any translations. If there is any inconsistency between a translation and the English version of this
whitepaper, the English version shall prevail.

Restricted transmission
This whitepaper must not be taken or transmitted to any jurisdiction where distribution or dissemination
of this whitepaper is prohibited or restricted. The views and opinions expressed in this whitepaper are
those of BlueBenx and do not reflect the official policy or position of any government, quasi-government,
authority or public body (including but not limited to any regulatory body) in any jurisdiction. This
whitepaper has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority.

Third party references
References in this whitepaper to specific companies, networks and/or potential use cases are for
illustrative purposes only. The use of any company and/or platform names and trademarks does not
imply any affiliation with, or recommendation or endorsement of/by, any of those parties. All references
to ‘dollars’, USD or ‘$’ are references to the United States Dollars unless otherwise stated.
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Graphics
All graphics included in this whitepaper are for illustrative purposes only. In particular, graphics with
price references do not translate into actual pricing information.

Risk statements
Purchasing BENX tokens involves substantial risk and may lead to a loss of a substantial or entire
amount of the money involved. Prior to purchasing BENX tokens, you should carefully assess and
take into account the risks, including those listed in any other documentation. A purchaser should
not purchase BENX tokens for speculative or investment purposes. Purchasers should only purchase
BENX tokens if they fully understand the nature of the BENX tokens and accept the risks inherent.
Cryptographic tokens may be subject to expropriation and/or theft; hackers or other malicious
groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with our system/network in various ways, including
malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing, and
spoofing which may result in the loss of your cryptographic tokens or the loss of your ability to access
or control your cryptographic tokens. In such an event, there may be no remedy, and holders of
cryptographic tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation. The regulatory status
of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is currently unsettled, varies among jurisdictions and subject
to significant uncertainty. It is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies or rules
relating to cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology, or blockchain applications may
be implemented which may directly or indirectly affect or restrict cryptographic token holders’ right to
acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use cryptographic tokens. The uncertainty in tax legislation
relating to cryptographic tokens and digital assets may expose cryptographic token holders to tax
consequences associated with the use or trading of cryptographic tokens. Digital assets and related
products and services carry significant risks. Potential purchasers should take into account all of the
above and assess the nature of, and their own appetite for, relevant risks independently and consult
their advisers before making any decisions.

Professional advice
You should consult a lawyer, accountant, tax professional and/or any other professional advisors as
necessary prior to determining whether to purchase BENX tokens.

Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This whitepaper contains certain forward-looking statements regarding the business we operate
that are based on the belief of BlueBenx as well as certain assumptions made by and information
available to BlueBenx Forward-looking statements, by their nature, are subject to significant risks
and uncertainties. Forward-looking statements may involve estimates and assumptions and are
subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors beyond our control and prediction. Accordingly, these
factors could cause actual results or outcomes that differ materially from those expressed in the
forward-looking statements. Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of which such
statement is made, we undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect
events or circumstances after the date on which such statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of
unanticipated events.
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Abstract
Digital currencies can be considered an advent of historical
transformation on the same level as the emergence of the
internet. Blockchain is not just a new technology, but a modern and
democratic initiative that is building, around the entire planet, simpler
and safer ways to store value, make payments and transfers and
financial inclusion for individuals and companies.
We understand that there is a learning curve for people and that
the adoption of new users to Blockchain depends on gaining the
trust, already existing in traditional banking services, in the ease
of access and security in this conversion journey. BlueBenx aims to
simplify access to the cryptocurrency ecosystem for everyone, from
experienced crypto experts to traditional investors, through a simple
environment, inspired by the banking model, but simpler, safer and
more familiar.
To overcome the friction in the conversion of new users and offer an
ecosystem capable of meeting all the needs for the adoption of this
disruptive technology, we offer a multifinance platform with crosschain products and services, where our users can make complete
transactions in FIAT currency or crypto and earn daily interest
according to your financial discipline, as a savings product, but more
sophisticated and modern with cryptocurrency features.
We are committed to advancing the power of financial choice to
every person everywhere and helping them leverage their own
blockchain achievements, while building confidence in compliance
with evolving regulatory requirements around the world.
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We are building the next generation of NeoBank, a cross-chain
ecosystem that connects traditional financial services with
blockchain innovation.
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Executive
Summary
Traditional banks have centralized financial power since the Middle
Ages and until today this domain allows them to establish credit
limits, segment access to investment products and provide their
services according to their own scoring and customer segmentation
models.
However, people trust banks and we understand the reasons behind
this.
BlueBenx aims to be the bank of the future on Blockchain, an intuitive,
intelligent and complete ecosystem capable of simplifying people's
journey in the cryptocurrency market and being the best option for
those who want to leverage their own achievements.
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+35M
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Total Rewards
Distributed 2021

BENX Circulating
Supply

+200BTC

+100M
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About
BlueBenx
BlueBenx Blockchain Banking is a 100% mobile
platform that connects traditional financial
services to blockchain innovations without
complexities, intuitive and secure.

Launched in 2018, it offers uncomplicated access to the crypto market
through cross-chain features inspired by people's banking experience
and functionalities for FIAT and crypto transactions.
BENX is a cross-chain utility and the primary token on the BlueBenx
Ecosystem. BENX is used to provide liquidity through savings and
fixed staking, for seamless transition of the banking services, for
payments and for rewards.
We have the opportunity to evolve traditional banking services into
innovative Blockchain products and services to transform the way
people enter the cryptocurrency market. We will be a safe and easy
bridge for Blockchain Enthusiasts and new Crypto Holders.

The Bank Experience
Traditional banks have centralized financial power since the Middle
Ages and until today this domain allows them to establish credit
limits, segment access to investment products and provide their
services according to their own scoring and customer segmentation
models.
However, people trust banks and we understand the reasons behind
this.
BlueBenx aims to be the next neobank generation on Blockchain, an
intuitive, intelligent and complete ecosystem capable of simplifying
people's journey in the cryptocurrency market and being the best
option for those who want to leverage their own achievements.
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Our Vision
To be people's main choice to access the cryptocurrency universe.

Our Mission
Promoting the power of people's financial choice through Blockchain.

Key Challenges
We were born in 2018 under a simple premise: Anyone interested
deserves the power of financial choice to leverage their own
achievements.
In view of this proposal, we work to make the cryptocurrency market
simpler, safer and more accessible to more than 50,000 people. The
pillars: Strategy, Focus, Discipline and Time are our work methodology
and they guide decision-making, strategic planning, the behavior
of our team and the delivery of excellence in everything we do. We
believe that people who are guided by these values can

invest better,
create a future based on their own choices and achieve their "Blue
Horizon".
In order to develop a new, more democratic, more accessible financial
metaverse and empower people to participate in the cryptocurrency
market, we need to overcome the following challenges:

→ Complexity: Cryptocurrencies and blockchain are difficult to
understand and invest for new users;
→ Restriction: In the traditional market, financial products and
services are restricted to a few people who have a lot of money and
influence;
→ User Experience: Complex and poorly designed systems do not
encourage people to adopt cryptocurrencies on a daily basis and
alienate new users;
→ Costly: Multiple operations on different platforms make transactions
time-consuming, expensive and bureaucratic;
→ Disconnected: As long as there are two independent and
disconnected systems, people will not be able to enjoy the best of
each world;
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Our Strategy
The strategy to win new customers consists of different approaches
centered on a single objective:

All-in-one blockchain
banking experience
BlueBenx brings in its DNA the technology for the development of
investment products and financial solutions connected to blockchain
and cryptocurrencies. To overcome the challenges mentioned
above, we created an intelligent structure capable of connecting
banking features and services to the blockchain in a fluid and highperformance manner:

BlueBenx Blockchain Banking will be the safest bridge between
the world of traditional finance and blockchain technology. Our
strategy is to use the familiarity that people already have with digital
banks to leverage a new economy and accelerate the adoption of
cryptocurrencies on a large scale.
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Rewards for Learning and
Holding Crypto
With a gamified proposal and several simultaneous programs,
BlueBenx Rewards aims to promote learning about the crypto market
and engagement with Blockchain Banking. The proposal is to deliver
rewards in cryptocurrencies to keep users focused on achieving their
own financial goals.
Our goal is to distribute cryptocurrencies and encourage people to
keep these assets in their wallet for a while and monitor the evolution
of the market. In this way, we are promoting a holding culture.
After that, clients will be able to settle their rewards directly on the
exchange within the BlueBenx platform, but the most important thing
is to prove that financial discipline can generate income and promote
new crypto holders.

High Fixed Interest for
Liquidators
Intuitive as a savings product, however, with greater performance
and more sophisticated with the neobank concept, our users will be
able to make investments in FIAT or cryptocurrencies and earn daily
interest according to the holding period.
BlueBenx offers passive income products through fixed staking of
cryptocurrencies and regular payments directly to the digital bank
account. To give our users more credibility and security, we will have
a private pool of long-term liquidity, similar to a hedge fund, but
smarter and more accessible
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BENX
Token
BENX is a cross-chain utility and the primary
token on the BlueBenx Ecosystem. BENX
is used to provide liquidity through savings
and fixed staking, for seamless transition of
the banking services, for payments and for
rewards.

The total supply is 1.2 billion BENX units. No pre-sale, no ICO, and no
Further emissions. 100M are currently in circulation (BSC and Stellar)
while the remainder is reserved for saving, fixed staking and rewards.
Users of the platform receive regular payouts and interest on their
holdings. BENX performs a variety of internal functions, including
boosting user payouts if used as the payment currency, cashback and
other attractions for blockchain enthusiasts and crypto holders.
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The Blue Horizon Approach
The horizon is the line that separates the visible from the invisible, an
expression that projects our expectations ahead. Blue is a color that
reminds us of security, confidence and responsibility.
For BlueBenx, the merger of these two elements provides a future
with new opportunities for choices, what we call the Horizonte Azul,
the result of the trajectory between today and tomorrow. Blue
Horizon is part of BlueBenx's organizational culture, the way we
see the world and create value for society. We are helping people
to invest better in their future, leveraging and achieving their goals,
offering opportunities to open up the cryptocurrency market in an
uncomplicated way.

Community Development
Leveraging people's financial future goes far beyond offering products
and services that are affordable and profitable.
BlueBenx believes that new horizons are opened with education and
better choices can only be made with knowledge and information.
In view of this reality, our business has the mission of contributing
and evolving within the socio-economic ecosystem. The BlueBenx
Blockchain Labs will produce several social programs focused on
teaching and fostering new opportunities and businesses, as an incentive
and incubator for projects that have a positive impact on society.

Risk Management
Efficient risk management covers the entire organization and
is present in our asset purchase and sale operations, financial
sustainability, in the way we position ourselves and express ourselves
in the face of scenarios, in operational conduct, in the technological
systems that we develop and, of course, in the way we manage the
financial trajectory of our customers within the digital assets market.

Compliance Commitment
Being in legal compliance, offering decentralized investment products
and financial services that exceed foreign exchange boundaries are
non-negotiable commitments for BlueBenx. Faced with a market
still without regulation, we anticipate the creation of self-regulated
and transparent policies capable of guaranteeing consistency for our
business and generating even more credibility in the market.
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Blockchain Labs
Leveraging people's financial future goes far
beyond offering products and services that are
affordable and profitable. BlueBenx believes that
new horizons are opened with education and
better choices can only be made with knowledge
and information.

In view of this reality, our business has the mission of contributing and
evolving within the socio-economic ecosystem. The Horizonte Azul
Foundation will produce several social programs focused on teaching
and fostering new opportunities and businesses, as an incentive and
incubator for projects that have a positive impact on society.
The horizon (‘horizonte’) is the line that separates the visible from
the invisible, an expression that projects our expectations ahead.
Blue (‘azul’) is a color that reminds us of security, confidence and
responsibility.
For BlueBenx, the merger of these two elements provides a future
with new opportunities for choices, what we call the Horizonte Azul,
the result of the trajectory between today and tomorrow.
Horizonte Azul is part of BlueBenx's organizational culture, the way
we see the world and create value for society.
We are helping people to invest better in their future, leveraging
and achieving their goals, offering opportunities to open up the
cryptocurrency market in an uncomplicated way.
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NossaMilestones
Jornada
2017

2018
2019

2020
2021

2022
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→ Organization of BlueBenx Tecnologia Financeira
→ Capital integration 100 thousand USTD
→ Development of the 1st algotrade for BTC
→ First single asset portfolio managed in BTC
→ Launch of the private trading platform
→ Implementation of the financial management model

→ Creation and registration of the BlueBenx brand
→ Issuance of Visa Debit Card in Brazil
→ New multi asset portfolio (BTC, ETH, XRT, LTC, BCH, NEO)
→ Opening of the office in São Paulo, Brazil
→ Implementation of the Crypto Trading area
→ BlueBenx becomes a S.A.
→ Implementation of Corporate Governance
→ Implementation of the Compliance Office
→ AML deployment
→ Constitution of BlueBenx in Portugal
→ Incorporation of BlueBenx in Estonia
→ New crypto derivatives portfolio
→ Creation of the trading desk for OTC
→ Crypto Valley membership in Switzerland

→ Incorporation of BlueBenx Payment Institution
→ Incorporation of BlueBenx Capital Management
→ Great Place to Work international certification

→ Launch of BlueBenx Blockchain Bank
→ New offices in São Paulo, Brazil
→ BlueBenx Digital Account 2.0
→ Launch of BlueBenx Rewards - Crypto Rewards Program
→ Issuance of the BlueBenx Token (BENX) on the Stellar network

→ Launch of new products indexed to the DeFi market - Smart's Defi”s
→ Launch of BlueBenx Exchange
→ Implementation of PIX services (Exclusive Brazil)
→ New App Home with consolidated heritage view (Fiat/Crypto)
→ Issuance of the BlueBenx Token (BENX) on the BSC network

PLEASE REVIEW IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES & OTHER INFORMATION AT THE END OF THIS REPORT.
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Market
Background
& Researches
There are two financial worlds that are disconnected. The traditional
financial market and that of cryptocurrencies do not interact
intelligently, making any operation between them little intuitive,
time-consuming and often costly.
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Banks: The Problem
of Centralization
The users’ needs are putting pressure on innovation
within the traditional system. It is in this scenario
that Open Banking emerges, with the purpose
of simplifying data portability, giving customers
the freedom to take their financial information
to any institution. This sharing brings more
competitiveness to the traditional banking system,
Even with the internet, the most recognized banks allowing customers to gain autonomy and use their
have failed to adapt to the new era, and are compared data for their own benefit.
to what telecommunications networks were in the
past. With high fees, bureaucratic processes, no With Open Finance, the opening of relationship data,
flexibility, lack of innovation, investment products brokers, investment companies, investment funds
with low profitability and uneven services, they and fintechs will have access to customers' banking
have lost the connection between what they offer history and will be able to offer their products,
and what their customers need and want from a giving people the opportunity to choose the best
financial institution. This gap opened the way and benefit. It will increase the range of options and
an opportunity for innovation on the part of fintechs allow a positive disruption in the banking market. A
more open financial system will even benefit from
and Challenger Banks.
investment offers by increasing the alternatives
According to the result of the idwall 2020 survey, available on the market and making a new class of
75.3% of traditional bank customers are willing assets available to investors.
to replace them with a Challenger Bank and 80%
prioritize the digital environment for opening an
account.
The banking system concentrates and dominates all
economic activities. They determine which people
or companies will have credits, which interest rates
will be applied, who can win with investments,
making it difficult to access thousands of people to
the financial market.

Most concerning attributes for customers when
opening an account and keeping it active

banking service
fees/rates
bureaucracy to
open an account
easiness to open
an account

registration
approval time
registration
completion time
institution’s tradition

Source: idwall 2020
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What matters when choosing
the main institution

Source: idwall 2020

What matters the most
in a financial institution

transparency
segurancy
privacy
availability
easy withdrawal
service quality
service always available

investment suggestions
according to the scenario
investment suggestions
according to the dreams

Source: idwall 2020
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Blockchain:
Financial
Democratization
The 2008/09 crisis, known as the Subprime crisis, was an economic
recession that emerged within the financial market caused by the
provision of high-risk mortgage loans. When it imploded, the crisis
revealed the fragility and the danger of concentrating so much
economic power in the hands of the banks.
Motivated by this event, a group of people linked to technology
created an alternative capable of transacting value, making payments
between two parties (peer-to-peer), without the participation of an
intermediary in the operation, that is, eliminating the need for banks.
This new system became known as blockchain. Blockchain is a
public, decentralized and immutable transaction database. When
performing any operation within the network, the data are registered
in cryptographically created and connected "blocks", forming a
chain structure and being transmitted to all nodes in the network. A
chain of blocks certifies the reliability of the information and forms a
consensus through a protocol mechanism. This operation sequentially
records, in chronological and permanent order, the actions taken in
the blockchain, as well as the parties involved, making it impossible
to change any information contained therein.
Thus, blockchain has become the main component of electronic
money and gave rise to Bitcoin, the first digital currency, marking a
major advance for the monetary system of human society.
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Growth in
Blockchain
Adoption
In 2019, the World Economic Forum addressed the theme of
Globalization 4.0 and debated on new technologies that will impact
the economy in the coming years. Blockchain was one of the emerging
themes cited with the potential to transform our current reality,
causing a real financial revolution. Over the years it has been possible
to observe the increasing use of blockchain and Bitcoin consolidating
the importance of this technology.

Estimated Transaction Value
(USD)

Source: blockchain.com
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Blockchain.com Wallets

Source: blockchain.com

Market Cap (Billions USD)
March 22 | USD Financial Volume

Also according to the World Economic Forum, by 2027, more than 10%
of all the planet's GDP will be exposed in the digital assets market.
Understanding the reason for the existence of Bitcoin, its practical use
in people's daily lives, in addition to electronic market transactions
and its growth history, are fundamental factors to analyze the infinite
business possibilities that arise from this revolution.
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Countries that traded Bitcoin the most
January to December 2019 | USD Financial Volume

In 2020, during the economic crisis generated by the COVID-19
pandemic, people and institutions began to look at Bitcoin differently.
Although, at first, the cryptocurrency suffered a devaluation, it
showed a rapid recovery and resilience. This antifragile positioned
Bitcoin as a store of value, as well as gold, mainly in the eyes of large
institutional investors.

These types of investments are considered
typical protective assets, a way of safeguarding
assets in times of uncertainty such as wars and
economic crises.
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Bitcoin after the pandemic crisis

Source: TradingView

Countries that acknowledge Bitcoin as currency
Regulation status

Even with the growth of the market, the increase in the number of
active wallets and the growing adoption of cryptocurrencies, some
countries are still lagging behind, and even resistant to the regulations
and legislation for this market. This lack of connection between the
growing demand and people’s interest in the crypto market with the
capacity of countries keeping pace with changes only widens the gap
between the world of traditional finance and blockchain.
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Where and how
do the operations
take place?
Exchanges were created to serve traders in the crypto asset market.
They are electronic platforms that facilitate the purchase, sale and
exchange of digital currencies and tokens.
The principle of these companies is to connect buyers and sellers,
ensuring a practical and secure transaction. However, it still has its
own slowness. An example: To buy a cryptocurrency through the
exchange, it is necessary to open an account at the exchange, create
a deposit intention, transfer the money from the traditional bank to
it, wait for the compensation, then be able to place a purchase order
and carry out the transaction. This process, full of steps and involving
many players, happens both in the purchase and in the sale of the
assets. In addition to being charged fees at both ends, exchanges and
banks.
Even so, even if there is no impediment to the direct exchange of
cryptocurrencies, exchanges offer a suitable structure and a safe
environment, respecting the current legislation for the purchase and
sale of crypto.
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What makes blockchain
a Financial Revolution?
The creation of blockchain was based on the
principle of decentralization of power for the
issuance of currencies and also on the registration
of transactions, making it possible, for the first
time in history, to create a truly interference-free
economy.

hands of people who choose to use this network to
transact value.
Its disruptive nature aims not only to decentralize
the power of banks, but also to present itself as a
safe and democratic option for people.

Blockchain was born to democratize financial
power, passing economic control directly to the

Advantages of using Blockchain
Reliability

Decentralized

Blockchain technology has an open
and transparent code. Network
participants can learn the rules of
operation of the system, verify the
authenticity, integrity of the content
and history, ensuring that the related
information is reliable.
The result is to improve the
traceability of all data and reduce the
system’s trust risk.

The immutability of the blockchain,
combined with smart contracts,
provides properties that can make
the operation possible even without forcing the identification of users.
The irreversibility of transactions
(immutability) and anonymous ID
verification (encryption-based digital signature) can, in many cases, completely ignore the costs of
guarantee verification.
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As blockchain data is usually
stored on thousands of devices on
a distributed network, the system
and that data is highly resistant
to technical failures and malicious
attacks. Each block chain is capable
of replicating and storing a copy of
the database.

Because it has a fully decentralized
application, even when one of
the parties leaves the operation,
the information remains recorded
forever, unlike the traditional data
base, where it is lost at the end of an
operation. Therefore, the blockchain
guarantees the survival of the data.

For this reason, there is no central
point of failure.

This ends up attracting more users to
the network, adding even more value.

Security

Cost reduction

Data Survival

Social Metadata

The records stored in the blockchain
have the characteristics of
transparency, traceability and
immutability. Any record, once
recorded on the blockchain, is stored
permanently and cannot be changed.

Since all files or information data can
be incorporated in the form of codes,
defining the data processing program
in the blockchain, the exchange can
be carried out directly in the block
chain.

This makes registered information
safe and reliable.

For example, smart contracts can
record basic user information in the
protocol to ensure automatic code
running.
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Crypto Derivatives:
Disruptive Exponential
innovation in Blockchain
It is notable that the more the network grows
in membership, the more innovations emerge
from the advantages and possibilities generated
by it. In the context of the blockchain, derivative
cryptography emerges.
In the traditional market, a derivative is a financial
contract between two or more parties that
is based on the future price of a given asset.
Derivatives are instruments developed to protect
and increase price predictability, and may reduce
the impact of volatility on an investment portfolio
or on a company's revenue. They can also be used
as leverage, where the exposure of these assets is
increased, extending the possibilities of financial
gains.
It is natural for the same process to happen within
the crypto asset market. In December 2017, the
Chicago Board Options Exchange and the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange launched the possibility
of entering into Futures and Options Market
contracts for crypto assets.
A derivative that is gaining prominence is the
DeFi - DeFi - Decentralized Finance Applications
network. The term is being adopted to describe a
particular class of cryptocurrencies that are born
with the purpose of being financial innovations
and digital and decentralized alternatives for
banking services.
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Banking services offered in the blockchain are
also being classified as DeFi and guaranteeing the
digitization of mortgages, insurance and issuing
of stable coins, dollar-backed cryptocurrencies.
One of the greatest innovations in the application
of DeFi is the Decentralized Exchanges. These
platforms are used to trade digital assets without
the need for an exchange intermediating the
maintenance of funds. In other words, trades are
made directly between users' crypto portfolios
with the help of smart contracts. By reducing one
step between operations, it is possible to offer
greater agility and lower rates.
However, DeFi are not emerging alone as
innovations within the blockchain. The arrival of
crypto ETFs, for example, is paving the way in the
future market for investment by large companies.
A study published in 2020 by PWC found that
crypto hedge funds doubled the value of the asset
under management from one year to the next,
from $1 billion to $2 billion. According to the same
survey, the average annual income of these funds
was above 30%.The performance strategy took
into account the adoption of crypto derivatives
and leverage of digital assets.

Most DeFi projects are protocols run on an
existing blockchain that combine that blockchain's
cryptocurrency with its own digital asset and,
in some cases, with other assets. All of this is
performed to automate financial services with
security and reliability offered by the network.

The year 2020 also marked the entry of
cryptocurrencies on the stock exchanges through
ETFs made up of 100% crypto assets. The approval
of crypto ETFs opens new avenues for market
growth and allows investors, accustomed to the
traditional market, to monitor the appreciation
of cryptocurrencies. As in the capital market, the
“buy and hold” strategy is the best way to obtain
interesting results in this type of investment.

Loan protocols have been the most common
applications within the DeFi network. Open and
decentralized loans have many advantages over
the traditional credit system in that they reduce
risk between the parties, guaranteeing the instant
settlement of transactions and, thus, making
them cheaper and faster.

The use of derivatives to create structured
transactions expands the possibilities and
strategies for cryptocurrency investors. These
operations are important for the consolidation of
the market as they end up attracting professional
and institutional investors, increasing profits and
further driving the adoption of blockchain.
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What is missing for the
Financial Revolution to happen?
After 12 years of its emergence, blockchain is still viewed with
suspicion and as something complex. Its disruptive essence causes
fear in most peaple, making the network use adherence the biggest
challenge on a global scale.
Inserting people into this new financial universe and making its use
natural, intuitive and integrated with everyday needs is the next big
barrier to overcome.

Challenges and Opportunities for an All-in-One Environment

Challenges

Opportunities

Create a cross-chain platform capable of
integrating the functionality of a traditional bank
into the blockchain. Establish a secure bridge
between the two networks and uncomplicated
access to a new asset class.
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Offer Blockchain Bank a secure platform where it
will be possible to carry out day-to-day financial
transactions through an integrated system
between the Bank Account and the Crypto Account.

Create a utility token that is a practical and
efficient currency conversion agent and also an
advantageous form of investment.

Use the security and reliability of the blockchain
to innovate in the way multi-currency conversion
is done. Have a cryptographic asset capable of
feeding the ecosystem of the cross-chain platform
and making financial operations possible.

Giving access to a new class of financial assets,
enabling people to invest in the cryptocurrency
market in an uncomplicated way.

Create BENX staking programs and managed
portfolios capable of distributing crypto rewards in
a consistent and beneficial way for users.

A bank account designed for a new economy,
capable of meeting hyperconnected users’
expectations. Reduce the amount of financial
applications. It will bring practicality to the user.
Unite the traditional financial world to the crypto
world a single software.

An application with financial management, bank
account, crypto account, investments in digital
assets and a staking program in BENX. Create a
Mobile First application, simple and intuitive that
is easily accessible to use the traditional bank
account and the crypto account.
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Opportunities

Make blockchain and cryptocurrency use intuitive
and practical. Offer investment opportunities
and gains in this market. Expand the offer of
cryptocurrencies, digital assets, number of new
users and the volume of negotiations in the
markets in which they operate.

Include a crypto account, for those who open
their digital bank account, with easy access to
blockchain and the world of investments and
transactions in cryptocurrencies. Facilitate the
purchase and sale of digital assets with competitive
rates, agility in negotiations and greater liquidity.

Generate credibility in the cryptocurrency market
and make it free from stigma.

Create an educational culture, explaining and
informing about the cryptocurrency market and the
investment options and their earnings. Implement
self-regulated and transparent policies to ensure
business consistency, such as: compliance office,
corporate governance, KYC and anti-money
laundering policy, with t and corroborative
transactions.

Build customer loyalty with real earning
opportunities for as long as the investment is
maintained.

Make cryptocurrencies assets accessible and quick
to convert for everyday use.

Create a relationship program linked to investment,
where the customer will start a journey and,
according to the value of their contribution, it will
be linked to their monthly reward. To stimulate this
project, a gamification program will be created to
encourage the customer to reach their goals.
Provide Blockchain Banking users with an
international multi-currency card for payments
that is accepted in more than 60 million
establishments.

“Over the years, the crypto market has grown and consolidated, proving that its
large-scale adoption is a matter of time. Right now, nothing prevents us from
anticipating the future and being the change that banking services need:
BlueBenx is the best choice for anyone who wants a complete finance and the
safest bridge between the world of traditional finance and the crypto economy.”
Roberto Cardassi
Founder/BlueBenx CEO
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Business
Model
Our business is based on bringing the concept of cross-chain to
reality, building a safe, technological and legal bridge between
traditional banking services and blockchain technology. We are
connecting the two financial worlds, making the cryptocurrency
market a day-to-day reality to leverage a new economy and
transform the way people invest and transact value.
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Business
Model
The youngest members of Gen Z and even
Gen Alpha – the next crop of consumers are
more money conscious than many financial
marketers may realize. Fintechs and challenger
banks, however, are keeping an eye on the
horizon and getting banking tools into the
hands of kids as young as eight.

Millennials are no longer the youngest banking customers anymore.
Even the oldest of Gen Z (nicknamed the “Zoomers”) are entering the
job force. Most of the financial industry is still catering to Millennials
and only just now targeting the oldest Zoomers. It’s easy to justify
that focus as Millennials continue to be a highly important market. On
the other hand, neobanks, whose customers generally skew younger
already, are quietly nurturing adolescents and the generations
following them, specifically Gen Alpha, which comprises any child
born since 2010, many of whom are still years out from banking
traditionally.
How? With unique bank accounts and innovative mobile services.
Our business is based on building a financial metaverse capable of
transposing the traditional bank to the new generation bank, building
a safe, technological and legal bridge between banking services and
blockchain technology. Through an all-in-one blockchain banking
ecosystem, we are making the cryptocurrency market an everyday
reality for our users and transforming the way people invest and
transact value.
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To make tangible and offer the best of these two worlds, our ecosystem
will be presented in its entirety through a mobile application where it
will be possible to enjoy a native digital bank account, with a multicurrency wallet, cryptocurrency trading brokerage integrated with
the largest crypto exchanges in the world. and exclusive investment
services with just a few taps.
In this way, we are creating the facilitating agent that will make the
relationship between blockchain and neobank, thus democratizing
access to the crypto economy.
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Defining our
"Cross-Chain" Solution
History has taught us that true success requires collaboration. There
will hardly be a token offering capable of doing everything, but the
beginning of this disruption begins with the cross-chain. Through this
technology, different projects are able to work together and come
together to bring the best solution to the market.
Just as each country has its own fiat currency and its regulations,
whose values need to be converted to be used in other territories, the
same applies to crypto assets. Bitcoin (BTC), for example, cannot be
transferred to Ethereum (ETH) directly, as they come from different
blockchain networks. In cross-chain technology different tokens
and data from various blockchains can be transferred, or converted,
easily. The BENX Utility Token goes beyond the integration of different
blockchains, networks, or asset classes, transacting the value of
cryptocurrencies to fiat currencies in a few seconds.

Blockchain Bank
in people's hands
Our business vision: transposing the traditional bank to the bank
of the future can be seen clearly on the infographic, together with
the descriptions below. We will leverage a new economy using the
familiarity that people already have with banks to accelerate the
adoption of large-scale cryptocurrencies.
We align front office and back office work, where we connect from
services that will be at the forefront of communication (multi-currency
bank account, investment products) to our educational purposes in
the digital market (Horizonte Azul Foundation).
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All-in-One
Blockchain Banking
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Blockchain Banking → Design and User Experience

Design and
User Experience
Any business solution or technological approach
that proposes to connect banking functionalities
to the blockchain needs to offer security and
familiarity to users and be connected with modern
technologies.
The BlueBenx app, our tangible asset and utility
that gives access to all Blockchain Bank products
and services, is being developed to provide the
best usage experience for people interested in
participating in the cryptocurrency market.
All solutions, services and products are presented
in a clear, simplified and agile way. The app is being
designed for all levels of users, from beginners,
who are guided by the usability journey to carry
out their first crypto operations, to experienced
users, who will notice significant improvements in
the way they use, invest and transact value in the
market of the future.
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We invested in an authorial design where since
2018 we have studied and worked in compliance
with the best practices of User Interface and
User Experience, to provide the best use and
relationship of users with all the functions and
services of our Blockchain Bank. This is a dynamic
market where flexibility and quick adaptability
add even more value to the business model.
The Blockchain Bank app has intuitive concerns
and solutions ranging from the account opening
process (Onboarding + KYC) to the most significant
and complex operations, such as: multi-currency
products and wallet operations organized in a
single environment at your fingertips.

BLUEBENX.COM

Blockchain Banking → BlueBenx MultiFinance

BlueBenx MultiFinance
The digital wallet will be the environment
integrated to the APP for the movement of cash-in
/ cash-out amount, and it will be the virtual space
for the customer to make deposits, transfers
and withdrawals, carrying out the main financial
operations of Blockchain Bank. It will be a multicurrency wallet allowing transactions to take place
in fiat currencies and/or cryptocurrencies and will
be connected with the blockchain and the digital
bank (payment institution/money transmitter).
All financial transactions in this environment will
be recorded in the Ethereum 2.0 blockchain, thus
providing security and transparency for users.
An important thing to note is that exchanges
between currencies are done instantly thanks to
the BENX token. In this environment the customer
will see the total balance of their portfolio, with
several possible conversion options. Therefore,
they will have absolute control over their principal
balance and freedom of choice in relation to how
they wish to carry out financial transactions. This
is the true management of the future in a safe,
fast and transparent way.
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Blockchain Banking → BlueBenx Banking

BlueBenx Banking
The All-in-One BlueBenx Blockchain Banking
app is designed for all levels of users of neobanks
and exchanges. Beginners will feel comfortable
within an intuitive environment as they are gently
guided to make their first FIAT or cryptocurrency
transaction. Experienced users will enjoy a simple
and fast system. These have noticed significant
improvements in common features found in other
wallets, such as the crypto portfolio that offers a
real-time performance view.
The visualization of indicators and results is the
great differential of the BlueBenx app, which aims
to provide users with a long-term view of an asset
or trading performance. Our target audience is
not traders, but investors with a profile of holders.
In every app, the market sampling is based on
performance data for predetermined periods and
that helps in decision making by observing the
time and performance of the asset in the long
term.
Any business solution or technological approach
that proposes to connect banking functionalities
to the blockchain needs to offer security and
familiarity for users and be connected with
modern technologies.
We rely on the familiarity offered by neobanks, a
more modern and inclusive version of traditional
banks, in this way, the entire experience of our
users must be simple and fluid, eliminating
the complexity of exchanges and conventional
applications.
With authorial design and constant innovations
in User Interface and User Experience, our app
has concerns and intuitive solutions that range
from the account opening process to the most
significant and complex operations.
A single registration to access all features and
services offered in our ecosystem, this was
the way we found to create a friendly and safe
environment.
To gain access, users must verify their identity
by going through our OnBoarding and KYC, a
step that was automated with one of the best
technologies in the world and adhering to data
protection standards.
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Although DeFi does not require the identification
of users, and every transaction is authenticated
by wallets, we believe that when creating the bank
of the future, security is an essential resource and
validating the identity of each user is part of our
compliance policy, generating security to both
sides.
With the simplicity and security of a bank account,
we want to be among the first crypto banks to be
authorized by the competent authorities in each
country where we operate.

What are we really doing?
We eliminate the complexity and
inaccessibility of cryptocurrency trading
by offering a native blockchain-connected
bank account, built for the crypto
economy and capable of carrying out
major day-to-day financial transactions,
providing true accessibility and ease of
using FIAT and cryptocurrencies.
Access to these services is provided
through mobile interfaces and APIs.
BlueBenx supports individual, corporate
and institutional clients with their own
accounts, as well as collective account
services, including end-to-end digital
exchanges and Blockchain networks,
from concept to design, implementation
and distribution.
Deposits, payments, transfers, debit
cards are common operations in this
environment and will be provided
through a regulated and authorized
payment fintech to offer digital account
services, payments, fiduciary deposits
and other functionalities for individuals
and companies.
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BlueBenx Visa
International Card
We believe that the BlueBenx card is
one of the main assets of change and
that it will connect the virtual world of
cryptocurrencies in tangible and routine
deeds. Users will be able to convert
and spend their cryptocurrencies at
establishments around the world, as
they already do with a cash debit card.
To provide our users with this power of
choice, we offer automatic and highly
liquid conversion between wallets, making
it possible and simple to spend digital
currency balances anytime, anywhere.
The BlueBenx Card will help to make the use
of cryptocurrencies tangible in everyday
transactions, in order to change the thinking
of most people that cryptocurrencies only
work in the digital world. The VISA flag
will allow it to be accepted in more than
60 million establishments around the
world, including online purchases. This will
also be used as a customer segmentation
strategy, through the BlueBenx Rewards
program, which will allow fee waivers,
token distribution and other benefits with
our partners depending on the amount of
BENX tokens in holding.
In the future, our users will also be able to
connect the BlueBenx card to the Apple Pay
and Google Pay digital payment systems.
Using the BlueBenx Visa International
Card also provides rewards for BENX token
holders, which are distributed daily.
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BlueBenx Exchange

An intuitive and secure platform, inspired by the
main cryptocurrency trading apps where our
users will be able to buy, sell, receive, send, store
and monitor the main cryptocurrencies in a simple
and secure way with just a few taps on their cell
phone.
The ecosystem will have native connection
between bank account and exchange offering
an incredibly fast experience in cryptocurrency
trading. With the app, we eliminate the wait
for confirmations from the network, through
the cross-chain integration between the FIAT
and Crypto wallets. Users will be able to make
domestic cryptocurrency transfers to their bank
accounts at BlueBenx without fees, access their
balances, execute trades instantly and make
withdrawals instantly.
BlueBenx Exchange is securely connected
with some of the largest international trading
exchanges, supporting cryptocurrency trading
pairs with the largest market caps and volume,
such as BTC, ETH, ADA, SOL, USDT and others, as
well as offering the BlueBenx token (BENX).
Trading liquidity will be guaranteed by capital
reserve and liquidity provision incentive programs,
offering availability and high volume to our
users, who will not have to place their trades in
traditional order books and wait for P2P orders to
be executed.
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BlueBenx Exchange Value Proposition
Buy: More than 100 cryptocurrency pairs
available and twice as many pairs that will be
listed by Mar/2023, without participating in the
order books or waiting for confirmation from
the network.
Sell: With high liquidity and asset availability
and high trading volume.
Send: To other crypto wallets and other
BlueBenx users as easily as a bank
transaction.
Receive: With just one click on the cell phone,
the user can display the QR Code of their
wallet or share their address for transactions.
Withdraw: Our users will be able to manage
their withdrawals in the BlueBenx application
in two ways: through the bank account where
the cash balance is transferred instantly, or
through the BlueBenx Debit Card (Visa). In the
application, users will be able to transfer the
assets to the Visa International card accepted
in more than 40 million establishments around
the world.
Monitor: Users can monitor 200+ coins at
their fingertips in the market tab. Available
indicators include prices, volume, market
capitalization, 24-hour percentage change and
are updated minute by minute.
OTC: High volume trading for retail or
corporate users with the best market quotes
or our reserve. In this environment, the user
has a human, specialized and confidential
service.
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The performance and market indicators are a
great differential of the application. With our
target audience in mind, BlueBenx Exchange
focuses more on investors than traders, so
we present the indicators in a simple way to
help in decision making for each crypto asset
at different time intervals (1D, 1M, 3M , 6M
and 12M), as well as showing the highest and
lowest price in each period.
Market: In this option it would be more
interesting and instead of just showing the
24H variation, we already present in the
same line of the asset, its performance
in the other times (1M, 3M, 6M and 12M)
in percentage. This will allow the user to
make projections not in speculation but in
the long term as well. This information can
be extracted directly from coinmarketcap.
Portfolio: The user must visualize his
own performance between his purchase
and the current market value and not only
the variation of the asset in the standard
timeframes. This prevents users from
having to figure out their position or even
go looking for their purchase history.
Trading made with the BlueBenx (BENX)
token will offer lower fees to users. Exchange
fees are based on trading and betting
volume. The higher the volume and/or the
higher the amount of BENX in holding, the
lower the trading fees.
The table of fee discounts using the BlueBenx
token will be available in the application,
according to the profile of each user.
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Crypto Portfolios
A platform with customized portfolios for the
customer to compose their portfolio according
to their risk profile. The objective is to give
the customer freedom to choose their assets
according to their view of the market, familiarity
with currency projects and appetite for risk. This
is an environment that aims to facilitate the path
for new investors in the market, in addition to
retaining new customers to Blockchain Bank.
In the market there are a multitude of monitoring
tools, simulations or individual purchases of
digital assets; however, few companies offer the
opportunity to purchase transactions or liquidate
multiple assets in an uncomplicated way and with
low risk of performance.
Our experience shows us that a part of the
Bitcoin newbies enter this market due to the
influence of appreciation news or the absence
of more profitable alternatives in traditional
markets. However, they are speculators with
little knowledge and experience to define their
strategies.
Our proposal with the customized portfolio is to
deliver technical insights, consistent analysis
and statistics on assets so that users can build
their own portfolio and enjoy the gains of this
market. This is an additional service that can be
contracted in the form of monthly subscription
and discounted in tokens directly from the multicurrency wallet or even from the balance of
tokens from Rewards.
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In this modality, besides the customer choosing
which assets to build their portfolio with, they will
also be able to choose the total asset they want
to invest and distribute the same percentage to
all assets, or manually according to their gain
strategy. Users will be able to build multiple
portfolios. Time and discipline are vital factors in
achieving better gains in a highly volatile market.
Therefore, to be successful in this program,
customers must choose a minimum period for
holding the acquired assets and any change in
this initial strategy will result in financial losses.
Despite being a high risk program, we will provide
a Risk Manager, BlueBenx Shield, an exclusive
service from Blockchain Bank that will allow the
user to define their risk margins and exposures
in the market according to their own strategy.
This will have a variable rate according to the
customer’s level of exposure and composition
of the portfolio. The service will be charged on a
monthly basis during the contracting period and
will have an additional fee for the performance of
the portfolio in each settlement operation.
Target Audience: High risk appetite, minimal
knowledge about the crypto asset market
and risks in relation to the high volatility of
cryptocurrencies. Users interested in this
service must fulfill preliminary requirements for
contracting. Such requirements include answering
a questionnaire about their awareness of market
risks, demonstrating sufficient knowledge for selfguided choice of assets, being in accordance with
the specific terms of use and questions that define
their profile as an investor in the cryptocurrency
market.
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User
Experience
With the BlueBenx Visa
International Card, users will be able to
convert and spend their cryptocurrencies at
establishments around the world. To make
purchases using the card, just transfer funds
from the E-Wallet or the Rewards program to
the Digital Account.
The conversion of digital assets is done automatically, making it
possible and simple to spend cryptocurrencies and tokens anytime
and anywhere.
The use of the BlueBenx Visa International Card also accumulates
rewards and cashback in BENX tokens that are stored in the
application's Rewards program.
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BlueBenx
Rewards

Encourage the emergence of new investors in the crypto economy,
holders, and generate relationships with users. BlueBenx Rewards
was shaped as an active agent of execution of our strategic plan to
activate new fans to the cryptocurrency universe and Blockchain
enthusiasts. This BlueBenx Blockchain module should become the
main gateway for engagement and attraction of new customers for
the app, through marketing campaigns based on the distribution of
cryptocurrencies according to the strategy of the moment.
Our cryptocurrency distribution strategy is part of a set of initiatives
that aims to arouse the interest of new investors in the decentralized
finance market. Each campaign will have a specific role, either to
generate new holders or to reward some activity in our app.
With a gamified interaction experience, we will encourage customers
to stay active and using the app's features. Within BlueBenx Rewards
it will be possible to generate rewards in crypto through the use of
Blockchain Banking components.

All features of the application deliver the possibility of
earning in cryptocurrencies. From onboarding, identity
verification, brokerage trades, sending and receiving
crypto, investment programs and even during the most
common financial transactions from bank account or
card usage.
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The BlueBenx Visa card will also play an indispensable role in this
program as it will be the physical point of connection between what
the customer earns within the rewards and how and where he uses
his rewards. Referral programs will benefit both users, referrals and
referrals. New users who complete the registration receive a code
to make referrals, when their friends pass the identity verification
and activate the bank account, with a cash deposit, or the brokerage
with the purchase, sale or receipt of cryptocurrencies, both become
eligible. to receive rewards. These will be distributed with the BENX
token.
With a gamified journey, it will be easy to propose challenges so that
users remain focused on their strategies and disciplined in relation
to their own goals. Awards and competitions will be proposed to
generate incentives for the use of features and the accumulation of
tokens.
Over time, other approaches and initiatives will be adopted by
BlueBenx Rewards to keep the rewards center an interesting
environment for users.
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Crypto rewards for those
who have strategy, focus
and discipline
Get to know the best crypto reward plan,
where you can plan your future and are rewarded for your
financial discipline

Explorer

Prestige

Visionnaire

Begin your journey

Plan your dreams and
go further

Manage your future

The rewards are made up of two initial stages: one for
staying in the Staking program and the other for the
gamification and challenges generated monthly.

With a gamified journey, it will be easy to propose challenges
so that users remain focused on their strategies and
disciplined in relation to their own goals.
Other approaches will be taken over time to keep the
rewards center an interesting environment for users.
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BlueBenx Earnings
BlueBenx Earnings is an exclusive module of the BlueBenx ecosystem
and will offer high-performance pre-fixed interest in cryptocurrencies,
developed with the best practices of the financial market, more
sophisticated with Blockchain technology and transparency.
BlueBenx Earnings customers will be able to take advantage of
the benefits provided by single or multiple asset combined rewards
programs through customized and secure products.
Intuitive as savings products, but more performant with the concept of
fixed staking and liquidity mining, our users will be able to choose the
period of stay with applications in FIAT currency or cryptocurrencies
and earn daily interest according to their financial discipline.

Hold&Earn
BlueBenx Earning programs will expand rewards possibilities for
BlueBenx platform users, following the format already practiced by
major platforms and encourage access for all people, from crypto
savvy to traditional investors, through an accessible digital banking
environment. , secure and familiar, while building confidence in
compliance with evolving regulatory requirements around the world.
Our strategy is to facilitate the entry of new customers and help to
spread the culture of Hold and Earn. Each program will be designed
to offer transparency and simplicity in application and redemption,
without the need for trades in order books and individual assets. The
structuring of this module's service offerings is based on the staking
functionality, being prepared by a specialized internal team and with
approval of the conditions of use in accordance with compliance and
risk policies.
In the first version of our app, already available on Apple and Google
stores, the customer will be able to enjoy the benefits provided by
two types of staking services:
Fixed Staking: In this product category, users will select the
permanence time in the pre-customized options of 90, 180 and
360 days and will be able to receive up to 80% (APY) in interest
compounded annually in their bank account in FIAT or BENX, the
customer chooses.
Neo Saving: Neo Saving works as a flexible offering to users a
new way to earn rewards up to 20% (APY) of simple interest
on their applications and paid monthly directly into their bank
account in FIAT or BENX, the customer chooses.
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Customers will also be able to achieve higher accrued returns and
exemptions from redemption fees for each application according to
the amount of BENX tokens in holding.
The earning programs offered on the BlueBenx platform have a
performance fee, part of which will revert to passive income for BENX
token holders. This fee will vary according to the customer's length of
stay in the program, that is, their financial discipline in waiting for the
appreciation of their applications and the volume contributed, which
demonstrates their confidence in our ecosystem.
An early redemption fee will also be charged, if the client withdraws
from the investment, after opting for one of the previously stipulated
periods, this fee may mean the total loss of his rewards, however, under
no circumstances will his principal capital be affected in quantitative
terms. , with only the incidence of price fluctuations arising from the
market itself.
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Value Proposition
We are committed to offering the power of financial choice to every
individual and helping them create a crypto financial lifestyle.

Simple experience like bank
savings

Automatic reinvestment and
compound interest

BlueBenx Earning products were designed for
a more conservative class of investors and or
beginners in the crypto asset market. As it is a
platform with estimated earnings and based
on the performance index of the portfolios,
this type of investment offers an alternative
for users to experience the possibilities of the
cryptocurrency market in a similar way to
other products in the traditional market.

All returns will be automatically reinvested
according to the defined period, transforming
the returns into compound interest and
increasing the performance of the staking
services. This process of automatic
reapplication so that users can obtain a
yield that exceeds their expectations will be
carried out by our intelligent system.

Higher profitability and lower fees
for long stays

Monthly passive income on
generated profits

To encourage the emergence of new holders,
the longer the period of stay, the greater the
return that BlueBenx Earning will generate and
the lower the administration and performance
fees. Other bonuses may be added according
to the investment time and customer profile.
Therefore, to ensure that each user can reach
the maximum capitalization, betting on longer
periods of stay will be one of the ways to
potentially increase the earnings in the period.

BlueBenx tokens can be considered a safe
haven for investors as they provide passive
income in the form of 30% of profits made
by the company through fees, leverage and
services offered, distributed monthly to BENX
token holders.

In the BlueBenx ecosystem, new and different investment options will
be offered to users in the future, regardless of their individual profile.
Our approach aims at greater accessibility to the cryptocurrency
market, removing barriers and giving people the power of choice.
We will offer investment options that combine profitability according
to the period of stay and the amount contributed. It will be through
BlueBenx Earning that we will validate and permeate our institutional
values t hat defend that: with strategy, focus and discipline, anyone can
leverage their own future, invest better and gain freedom of choice.
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“We will provide the ideal combination of high technology and the human
touch for our clients through every step of their financial journey. We promise
to be agile and ready for anything our users might need.

This is a fundamental change and we will never stop improving"
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Fixed Staking
Staking is the process of maintaining funds in a
cryptocurrency portfolio to support blockchain
network operations. Essentially, it consists of
keeping cryptocurrencies at the disposal of a
project and then receiving rewards. In most
cases, the process also involves user participation
in blockchain activities through a personal
cryptocurrency wallet. With more and more
options for users to participate financially in the
consensus and management of blockchains,
the increase in staking activities is likely to
reduce barriers to entry into the cryptocurrency
ecosystem.

Over time, new Staking programs will be created to
offer users different ways to earn crypto rewards,
either through flexible terms for the crypto holding
or with a fixed length of stay. BlueBenx expects to
add a new BENX Staking program to Blockchain
Bank in 2021 that will expand the possibilities of
earnings and reach a new profile of customers
interested in crypto investments.

This investment modality creates countless
possibilities, since the general concept allows
different combinations between the crypto hold
and the payment of rewards.

Target Audience: Appetite for risk and comfort
in the face of market volatility. This is the general
profile of users who choose to earn variable
income with Staking programs within the crypto
market.

BlueBenx Spread is the first BENX token staking
program. It has been designed to provide
algorithmically managed access to the world's
leading crypto assets. It has been available on
the market since the third quarter of 2017 and has
delivered over 400% in rewards for its users.

The Staking program model practiced by
BlueBenx follows references from other global
platforms such as Binance, Huobi, GrayScale and
others.

The gains are variable and generated through the
negotiations of the more than 60 digital assets
that make up the portfolio. The own algorithms
developed in-house are responsible for part
of the statistical analysis and help to carry out
consistent operations, supported by a solid risk
management and qualified professionals, deliver
an excellent percentage of reward to users who
choose to keep their tokens allocated in this
modality.
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BlueBenx Insights
Strategic intelligence service that will deliver
technical and statistical analysis on the
cryptocurrency market, in various trading areas
such as: Bitcoin, Altcoins, Futures, DeFi, NFTs,
and Margins. Insights will supply users of the
customized portfolio with strategic information
and data for decision making. This environment
will also generate studies, research, observations
and reports on the cryptocurrency market.
It can be contracted in the form of monthly
subscription within the Blockchain Bank by
customers of the customized portfolio investment
modality.

These in turn can follow the analyses generated
by BlueBenx and customize alerts and choose the
currencies they wish to monitor closely or even
trade them through our brokerage.
It will attract users with more experience with the
crypto market but also those who have little or
no familiarity with digital assets. It fulfills a very
important role within the Blockchain Bank: to
generate credibility within the future market and
education about cryptocurrencies.

BlueBenx Credit
Loans
Bilateral loans with cryptocurrencies as the
main collateral for transactions is already an
experienced business model in this segment and
has been widely used in DeFi projects. BlueBenx
analyzed the experience of successful models
and aims to give the necessary accessibility
to Blockchain Bank users, acting as mediator,
custodian and liquidator of the contracts signed.

Loans involving crypto assets are not regulated in
all countries, so BlueBenx, following its compliance
strategy, will not offer this product alternative to
markets that do not recognize or prohibit this type
of transaction involving cryptocurrencies.

Initially, as part of our strategy, we will offer loans in
fiat currency to users who have crypto assets that
can guarantee compliance with contracts. Such
loans have fair rates and attractive conditions
that do not exceed 50% of the current market
value of the asset at the time of contracting.
For the execution of the loans, crypto assets will
be accepted with some criteria and must be listed
among the top 10 of CoinMarketCap. Other assets
may be used in accordance with BlueBenx’s
assessment of interest; however, the acceptable
rate of collaterilization will vary according to the
history of price variation of the crypto asset in the
market. Assets in the initial offering phase that
are not listed on the main exchanges or have a
low volume of liquidity will not be accepted.
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Payments
Gateway
Retail in the era of
unified experience

Over the past 10 years, eCommerce has grown exponentially and has
undergone three format revolutions. We witnessed the replication of
physical stores, the era of marketplaces and now we are experiencing
the third wave, that of a unified experience, in which the consumer
accesses different channels to make the purchase decision.
Soon the unified experience will demand the interaction of multicurrency payment to serve customers and shopkeepers who wish
to pay, receive and give crypto rewards. The payment gateway of
BlueBenx Blockchain Bank will be the payment system between the
two financial worlds making it possible for eCommerce and retail to
enter the cryptocurrency market.
In this sense, we will also offer Blockchain Bank users a retail
environment for online shopping. B-commerce will be an eCommerce
integrated with the HUB and accessible through the app. It will have
exclusive discounts and benefits.
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Competitors
It is possible to find competitors in each of the activity verticals,
but none of them combine the services and solutions proposed by
BlueBenx.
Currently, there is no single player that offers a comparable range of
products/services.
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BlueBenx

Revolut

Kraken

N26

Nubank

Nexo

Crypto.com

Cross-chain solution

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Multicurrency Portfolio

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Bank Account

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Corporate Bank Account

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Multicurrency Debit Card

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Brokerage

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Crypto investments

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Reward program

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Crypto Fund

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Gateway Payments

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Tokenization Platform

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Crypto credit and loans

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes
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Benx:
The connection
between two
financial worlds
Our token will have the main governance and interoperability role
in the Blockchain Bank ecosystem, being a solid bridge between
functionalities, helping people to invest in this new market.
Benx will be used in all currency conversions and financial
transactions, tokenizing debts and real assets, loans, payments
and investment products.
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Tokenomics
A total of 1 Billion units of BlueBenx Tokens (BENX) will be issued and
the distribution plan will follow the following strategy:

General Information
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Token Name:

BlueBenx

Token Ticker

BENX

Coin Issuing entity:

BlueBenx Blockchain Labs

Token total supply:

1,270,976,000

Distribution mechanisms:

Secondary distribution only.
No pre-sale, no public sale, and no ICO

Market conditions

100% circulating supply
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Token Distribution and Use Strategy

Allocation

Token Distribution

Capital Reserve

24,22%

Blockchain Labs
and Community
Development

9,10%

Launch initiatives and
Secondary Distribution

10%

Ecosystem Grants &
Rewards Programs

13,74%

Liquidity Providers and
Long-Term Incentives
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41,34%

Use Stategy Planning
The capital reserve will be managed by a specific division, acting
with a linear vesting of distribution that starts after 36 months of
the token issuance. The funds will be used to reward staff, advisors,
strategic partners and for treasury management.
Funds independently managed and audited by a non-profit entity
and directed over a 4-year period to research and education projects,
global governance, campaigns to encourage community adoption
and regulatory support.
Tokens distributed according to secondary market listing strategies,
taking into account price stability and public sale.
Distribution of tokens in the form of rewards to encourage the use
of Blockchain Banking services, fee discounts, exclusive access to
products and services according to the profile of each customer.
The Liquidity Provider's objective is to encourage the growth of the
Total Blocked Value (TVL) to increase the platform's liquidity and
BENX's appreciation. Liquidity providers earn fees on all trades,
proportional to their pool share in addition to their share of mined
reserves. Fees are added to the pool and accrued in real time across
networks, fully decentralized.
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What is BENX used for?
Scenarios for using tokens in the BlueBenx ecosystem primarily
include the distribution of rewards to drive uptake of the BlueBenx
app, including its products and services, long-term holding programs,
and incentives to liquidity providers.

The function of the BlueBenx token (BENX) is, first
and foremost, to be a practical and efficient agent in
the distribution of rewards from our ecosystem and to
enable governance and interoperability between the
app's products and services. But the Utility token is
not just about operationalizing the ecosystem, it will
allow access to savings, earnings, staking and credit
programs, which will bring versatility and multiple
benefits to users within BlueBenx.
Customers who hold the BENX token will participate in the form of
passive income from the profits generated from fees and transactions
in the ecosystem, according to the amount of tokens in their wallets
or in the use of products and services on blockchain banking.
To learn more about BENX token use cases, visit: https://docs.
bluebenx.com
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Market
Strategy
Blockchain Banking will facilitate the use of digital assets in day-today financial operations and democratize access to investments in
cryptocurrencies and their derivatives, which have been shown to be
a more profitable alternative compared to traditional investments.
Based on case studies and business models of the largest neo
and challenger banks, we have created a strategy to attract new
customers and future investors based on the behavior of financially
active people and the purpose of facilitating the adherence and
access to the blockchain product market, without, however, forcing
them to change radically.
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Target Audience
Generation Y, Millennials:
The Digital Born
The gap between what customers want and what banks offer has
never been greater than it is now. Especially for generation Y, who are
increasingly anxious for banking products and services that happen
in real time, that are integrated and with a user experience connected
to the digital lifestyle.
Generation Y or Generation Millennials, between 23 and 39 years old
(1981 to 1996), developed at a time of technological advances and
economic prosperity. They are known for being digitally born, since
from the cradle they have followed the rise of the Internet and they
are also the last generation to live the transition between analogue
and digital. As it is a hyper-connected generation familiar with the
digital environment, the simple and secure transition between the
two financial worlds will be seen as an indispensable advantage, in
addition to being something desirable.

Generation Y

Attracted by
cheaper services
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Intuitive
apps

Change banks
every 12 months

Look for customized
products
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Previously considered people with bad financial habits and more
dependent on their parents, millennials are doing better than
previous generations when it comes to financial management and
investments. For them, planning for the future is a higher priority
than spending freely and consuming.
Millennials are starting to save for retirement earlier than previous
generations and finances are an important consideration when
starting a family.

Entry in the
investment market

58% 49%

46%

In the United States, this group owns $ 9.1 trillion in assets, or 7%
of the total pie, and according to a survey conducted by Bank of
America, el potencial de ingresos de este segmento de la población
aumentarthe earning potential of this segment of the population will
increase by almost three quarters in the period between 2015 and
2030, as more members of this group enter the job market and move
up in their careers. The flow of inherited resources will also accelerate
the accumulation of wealth for this generation. Given this, millennials
are attentive to investments.
Three out of four millennials are saving, an increase of 10 percentage
points in two years.24% already have US $ 100,000 dollars or more in
reserve, 49% have a reserve below US $ 100,000 dollars and 27% still
do not invest anything.
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US$
US$100,000
100.00 ou
or
mais
guardado
more
saved

Of the millennials who are investing, three quarters are saving for
retirement, more than half are building an emergency fund and a
third are saving to buy a home.

Objectives

Retirement

Emergency
fund

Travel

Own house
(First or new)

Children’s
education

Unlike previous generations, millennials use technology to invest
directly in stocks and bonds. They are more likely to trust and be
influenced by it when making their financial decisions. This generation
that grew up connected to the Internet and with a cell phone in hand
trusts both an application and a respected broker who wears a suit
and tie.
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Millennials' relationship
with Bank Accounts
“The digitized user trusts the bank of the future”
A bank account managed entirely on mobile:
Less bureaucracy, more access, practicality and little or no fees.
This platform is the speech of the challenger banks that won the
generation of millennials everywhere in the world. The number of
digital banks increased 147% year-over-year and there was a 50%
increase in the number of people using both a traditional bank and
a challenger bank. The number of people willing to switch from a
conventional bank to a challenger bank has also grown, reaching
75.3%.

Millennials with Bank Accounts

Challenger Bank

Traditional Bank

Both

Fees and rates have become the most important factor for users
when choosing a bank. Then there is the perception of bureaucracy
and the ease of opening an account. The diversity of products offered
is in 4th place. (See the chart on page 23)
Challenging and breaking with the status quo are the great wishes of
the millennial generation.
On the other hand, there was an increase in the number of institutions
used by each person: the average number jumped from 2.1 in 2019 to
3.2 in 2020.Among the people of generation Y that number reaches
3.5.Of the 10 institutions most cited by users, all have the possibility
of opening and closing a 100% digital account.
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Millennials' relationship with
Cryptocurrencies
Annually thousands of new investors become interested in the
cryptocurrency market. Between 2018 and 2020 the number of
crypto wallets that are active more than doubled. In this market,
investors between 25 and 44 years old represent 73.1%, and in this
profile, 87.7% are male.

Engagement by age group

From 18 to 24

From 35 to 44

From 55 to 64

From 25 to 34

From 45 to 54

Over 65

Engagement by gender

Male

Female

In BlueBenx's current customer portfolio (2020) investors between 25
and 44 years old represent 55% of active investors and almost 70%
chose crypto derivatives as a risk option to increase their portfolio's
gains.

What is the objective with investment
in the crypto asset market?
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Ongoing Marketing Strategy
The first phase of the customer base growth strategy is based on
campaigns of interest, bonuses and gamification through social
networks, insights in the traditional media and sponsorship of events.
These actions aim to generate an initial base of interested parties
called "Subscribers", which in turn will be attracted and registered in
the BlueBenx (app), aiming at secondary strategic actions of retention
and future loyalty by the marketing and commercial areas.

Estimated Growth of the Subscriber Base

Each marketplace will have a different strategy aimed at adapting
to the local market; however, our business models and approach
will remain intact. We aim at BlueBenx’s growth with solidity and
performance of our state-of-the-art planning.
Our focus, at first, will be much more directed to Brazil, our backyard,
and Portugal as our historical brothers who speak our language,
Portuguese. They will be followed by Estonia, where we have already
taken the first steps towards obtaining the crypto license to operate
safely on the European continent. But we already have a schedule
of actions designed to become global, opening marketplaces on all
continents.
In order to successfully implement our customer conversion plan, we
set up a strategy based on the concept of "being a customer now" and
not "being a customer indefinitely", as we understand that there is a
tendency in the market for people to sign up for various applications
that offer different financial services and who will make choices for
specific use of each of these services, according to their interests.
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Funnel
Estimates for customer conversions
reflect a stakeholder base that already exists
in our business.
The financial gains and rewards distributed through our staking
and portfolio products will generate greater interest and market
differential for attracting, retaining and making our customers
loyal. In addition, the exponential growth of crypto assets and their
derivatives will help us to further boost our Blockchain Bank and
generate the advertising we need.
Innovative markets such as DeFi and NFT will bring even more
visibility and interest in Internet searches and with associative digital
marketing campaigns we will drive the growth of our Subscriber base,
which allows us to implement an efficient and low cost engagement
strategy for converting active customers.
As an additional media strategy, our press office will promote content
and interactions between our main leaders and influencers with the
public of interest, with a focus on promoting Blockchain financial
innovation and the role of BlueBenx in the new digital economy. To
further support the media conversion and reach strategy, BlueBenx
will employ an experienced sales and content marketing team.
We believe that building innovative leadership in the industry will be
essential in ensuring authority on blockchain innovation topics in the
financial markets, as well as developing content about "traditional"
and current finance in the market, as well as in the cryptographic space,
to produce data and relevant, reliable and high quality information
that will generate credibility in a highly speculative scenario.
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Executive Team

Roberto Cardassi

William Batista

Founder & CEO

Co-Founder & COO

MBA, Engineer, Specializations in Business and Technologies,
with 20 years of experience in various finance sectors; Founder
and CEO of BlueBenx, in addition to being responsible for the
areas of Strategic Intelligence, Trading, MVP and Marketing.

Administrator, specialized in financial planning; He is Vice
President of Operations (Administrative, Financial and Legal)
at BlueBenx, being the focal point of senior management in
the Compliance program.

Expert Team
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Graciela Fernandes

Fabio Fujita

Tabata Moreira

Marcos Issler

PMO - Project Management Office

Head of Bussiness development

Product Manager

Head of Blockchain Labs

Graciela Fernandes

Fabio Fujita

Tabata Moreira

Marcos Issler

graciela@bluebenx.com

fujita@bluebenx.com

tabata@bluebenx.com

marcos@bluebenx.com

Wilton Gomes

Gustavo Alberto

Gabriel Augusto

Débora Kanankaity

Senior Market Analyst

CTO - Chief Technology Office

CFO - Chief Financial Office

C.O - Complience Officer

Wilton Gomes

Gustavo Alberto

Gabriel Augusto

Débora Kanankaity Taicico

wilton@bluebenx.com

gustavo@bluebenx.com

gabriel@bluebenx.com

debora@bluebenx.com
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Advisors
Renato Fioravante do Amaral

Assuramaya Kuthumi M. Nicolia dos Anjos

Lawyer
Founding Partner of REC Serv Accounting

Lawyer
CEO of NICOLIA DOS ANJOS

Juliana Colognese
Journalist
Postgraduate in business communication and
marketing, MBA in Project Management.
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Legal
Considerations
Compliance
BlueBenx's compliance department establishes the institutional parameters and the conduct model to
be followed in all spheres of our business. From strategy to the functional model of our platform, from the
identification of the interested individual to the links established with providers, compliance appears as a
solid and protective trunk in our relational conduct. The area is responsible for the analysis, registration
of information and identification documents of customers, employees, suppliers and service providers
with whom BlueBenx has a relationship.
In adherence to the best market practices, BlueBenx defined guidelines and implemented its Compliance
policy, through the following strategies:
b Know your Customer (KYC);
t Policy on Prevention of Money Laundering, Terrorism Financing and Concealment of Assets,
Rights and Values (AML)
l Monitoring of atypical transactions;
n Privacy Policy (LGPD); and
m Code of Ethics and Conduct;
y Legal adaptation to the markets where we will trade the tokens
All employees, from strategic to operational, are responsible for the permanent control of information
and adherence to the Compliance guidelines. In this way, they undergo training so that it is possible to
prevent illegal actions or actions related to crimes of: money laundering, corruption, fraud and terrorism.
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Policies
Know Your Customer (KYC)
KYC (Know Your Customer) is a set of actions that are adopted to ensure the identity and activity of
customers, as well as to relate financial capacity with income from professional activity and / or declared
equity.
For those who present a higher risk associated with illegal acts, stricter identification criteria and diligence
are applied, including in relation to the origin of the funds and the customer's assets. The information
presented at the beginning of the relationship must be accurate in order to better identify the risks of the
practice of illicit acts by the Money Laundering Prevention area.
BlueBenx instituted in a decentralized manner all stages of the KYC process "Know your Customer", from
your acceptance as a customer, through the history of relationship with the company, including during
the required period of information preservation. These routines seek to identify whether customers have
an unblemished reputation, negative media or are included in an external restrictive list. The surveys are
carried out through a specific system, a database resulting from media monitoring, politically exposed
people and global sanctions, indicating whether the customer is a party or has had any involvement in
issues related to money laundering, terrorism, financial fraud, etc.

Policy for the Prevention of Money Laundering,
Terrorism Financing and Concealment of Assets,
Rights and Values (PALD)
In compliance with Law No. 9.613/98 and through its Policy on Prevention of Money Laundering, Terrorism
Financing and Concealment of Assets, Rights and Values (AML). BlueBenx applies the management
principles and guidelines in its operations, in order to guide employees and customers on an efficient
process of identification and monitoring, establishing responsibilities at its various levels.
The aforementioned Policy seeks to prevent any illegal activities and protect the company's image with
employees, customers, partners, suppliers, regulators and society. To this end, procedures were adopted
to train employees, in addition to a corporate governance structure, in compliance with the best market
practices.
Regarding the improvement of practices related to the process of Preventing Money Laundering and
Fighting the Financing of Terrorism, related to cyber crimes, control is carried out by means of intelligent
software that validates the data reported by the customer, performing analysis of possible document
fraud. When a customer has a higher level of risk, more detailed diligence is carried out in the Compliance
and monitoring processes. The diligence is done with the purpose of the institution identifying its
customers and verifying the relevant information for conducting business and transactions, mitigating
the risks of financial crimes pertinent to digital media.
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Monitoring and Declaration of Operations
The strategy of monitoring customers / declaring operations is made up of structured data extraction
procedures and systems for the generation of statistical reports. The purpose of the analysis is to identify
situations that characterize evidence of money laundering.
The registration occurs through rules defined in the Compliance Back Office system for the financial
operations of customers, parts identified in restrictive, sanctioned lists, of Politically Exposed People,
executed automatically for each operation, crossing the data of the internal Back Office system .
This activity is performed by the AML area and consists of:
→ Performance of routines for the identification of evidence;
→ Analysis of atypical cases and conclusion regarding their justifications;

Privacy Policy
The Privacy Policy is in compliance with the General Data Protection Law (LGPD) Law No. 13.709 / 2018.
The instrument regulates the general conditions for the collection, use, storage, processing and protection
of data on websites, applications and Internet applications.

Regulation
Our organizational structure is a strong point of our project, since it will guarantee total regulation for the
business when obtaining licenses and authorizations from the legal and financial institutions where we
are operating.
With the credentials, BlueBenx Blockchain Bank will offer the ideal level of trust, stability and credibility
for integration between the two financial worlds.
In Brazil, BlueBenx is a Payment Institution regulated by the Brazilian Central Bank. We are also registered
in Estonia and Portugal.
By becoming regulated in all the territories in which we operate, we are ahead of most projects based
only on smart contracts and blockchain in finance. For this, we count on the Nicólia Anjos firm and also
on the legal advice of Pinheiro Neto, one of the largest law firms in Brazil.
The project is a way of regulating the company's performance, the blockchain (which brings transparency
and faithful registration), tokenization (which brings liquidity) and smart contracts (which bring more
automation, flexibility and security).
Thanks to these efforts, the project and financing model that we offer investors today is fully in line
with existing laws and regulations. We work to become a world reference in financial technology and
tokenization and to become an increasingly solid and reliable institution.
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Utility Tokens
Utility tokens are a class of asset in the cryptocurrencies market that provide rights to access or use a
company's product or service. This classification scope includes access to digital applications or services,
provided that such application or service is already operational at the time of sale of the token. Payment
tokens are intended to be a means of payment, a way of transacting value.

Characteristics of utility
Utility Tokens vs. Security Tokens:
Utility Tokens
Purpose

Security Tokens

Helps in funding ICOs and
also creates an internal
economy within the projects
blockchain. Holding it will also
give the user certain voting
rights within the ecosystem.

Expectations

There is no relationship
between the value of token
and the current state of the
company’s valuation

Scam Potential

Since they are relatively
unregulated, scammers have
been know to create bogus
ICOs and tokens just to make
some quick money and leave.

Regulation Status

Relatively unrugulated since
it is pretty tough to create
regulations for ICOs.

The token value is tied
directly to the company’s
valuation. More valuable the
company, more valuable its
token.

The company and investores
must comply with the Howey
Test.

The BlueBenx token is a Utility Token, bringing payment token characteristics, as it was created to
serve as an exchange system between fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies, as well as falling under the
category of utility token, being an active crypto for accessing unique advantages within the BlueBenx
Blockchain Bank platform and the BlueBenx ecosystem.
With the multiple uses to the BlueBenx token, we can highlight that it gives users of the ecosystem the
right to exclusive features, benefits and programs, as well as rewards for loyalty to the company's system
and services.
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Utility tokens are titled differently and in accordance with the stages of regulation of the cryptocurrency
market in different countries, by convention that regulation is not mandatory and that there is no
characteristic of real estate assets in the locations where BlueBenx operates, we highlight:

European Union:
In the European Union, Directive 2009/110/CE of the European Parliament and Council of the
European Union (EDM2), in its article 2, as well as the MLTFPA (Estonia) in its article 2, §3rd, item
9, provide definitions of virtual currency , conceptualizing as: "a value represented in digital form,
which is digitally transferable, preserveable or negotiable and which individuals or legal entities
accept as a payment instrument, but which is not the legal tender of any country or funds for
the purposes of Article 4, no. 25, of Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of
the Council on payment services in the internal market (...)”. From the understanding brought by
the EU, it is understood that electronic means used as a means of payment for the purchase of
goods or services are recognized as payment tokens. These tokens do not give rise to complaints
about the issuer, as they serve as an exchange mechanism.
In 2020, a study was carried out at the request of the Committee on Economics and Monetary
Affairs, Thematic Department of Economic, Scientific and Quality of Life Policies, European
Parliament, the document that, among other understandings, brings classifications and
definitions on the categorization of cryptocurrencies, in this sense, the tokens can take more
than one form.
This hybrid characteristic of an asset is already recognized in several places around the world,
given the content of the European Banking Authority report, as the tokens are classified
according to requirements, which, not being opposed, may be cumulative, both in characteristics
and in their consequences. According to the understanding of the European Banking Authority,
it distinguishes the types of tokens, essentially demonstrating the differences between each of
these types.
Although the Report indicates the possibility of a token having a hybrid classification, it makes it
clear that this characteristic exists only in the hypothesis of requirements that can accumulate
without losing its essence.

Switzerland:
Switzerland is advancing fast in the understanding and creation of policies, being one of the
reference countries for the constitution and legal framework of tokens and cryptocurrencies.
The Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) published in February 2018 a
document bringing definitions and concepts of token types, stating that this classification comes
from the economic function of each token, where payment tokens are the tokens to be used,
as a form of payment for goods or services, or as a means of transferring money or value, not
generating claims against its issuer; Utility tokens are those intended to grant access to an
application or service platform through a blockchain-based infrastructure; and Asset tokens are
tokens that represent assets such as a debt or equity claim on the issuer, bringing in their scope
promises of future profit sharing of the company or future capital flows, resembling in some
respects the shares, obligations or derivatives of a company.
Also according to FINMA guidelines, these definitions are not exclusive, it being fully possible
and accepted by the Swiss Association the existence of hybrid tokens, hypotheses in which the
characteristics add up.
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United States
In the United States, there is also a similar understanding that classifies tokens according to
their use. In 2019, FinCEN (The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network), published a letter that
classifies the ICOs (Initial Currency Offerings) of Financial Services Companies as non-bond
offerings, despite this, before the entity, the ICOs must comply with other legal measures. In this
letter, FinCEN states that: ...“a developer who sells convertible virtual currency, including in the
form of ICO coins or tokens, in exchange for another type of value that replaces the currency is
a transmitter of money (money transmitter)..." Since ICOs are considered money transmitters,
they must be registered with FinCEN as a money transmitter company and comply with federal
Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) guidelines. Furthermore, they must comply with a KYC process and
maintain an adequate AML program.
Complementing what is determined by FinCEN, the SEC also positions and classifies the tokens
issued in a blockchain in several categories, bringing a very comprehensive understanding to
this type of asset. The institution takes a stand demanding that companies that issue tokens
structured as bonds and that therefore can represent property, promises to pay amounts in
the future or other interests in an entity must follow the rules of the securities market and be
in full compliance with the regulators . However, tokens that have characteristics more similar
to licenses, merchandise or, which have value units. Or even those that act as records, deposit
receipts, or give their owners the right to a software system must fall into another category.
Therefore Utility Tokens are exempt from registration of securities.

Brazil:
The understanding of the Central Bank of Brazil classifies the so-called "virtual currencies" or
"cryptographic currencies" as "digital representations of value, which result from the trust placed
in their operating rules and in the chain of participants". As they are not issued by the Central
Bank, they do not have a monetary standard and are not controlled by any monetary authority
or country. Therefore, the entity d
 oes not regulate, issue, guarantee or interfere in the "virtual
currencies". According to the institution, virtual coins have their own shape, denomination and
value. Companies that issue or trade virtual currencies are also not controlled or regulated by
the Central Bank of Brazil.
Although there are projects, studies and institutions seeking to understand the various
applications of cryptocurrencies and tokens, so far there is no specific legislation or regulation
on the subject in the country.
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Conclusion:
As a payment token and a utility token, the BlueBenx Token does not have
any characteristics that classify it as a negotiable security, money market
instrument, collective investment contract, commodity, derivative, bond or
any other form of investment.
The acquisition or trading of BlueBenx tokens does not grant any right or preference
in ownership, equity interest, credit in relation to the BlueBenx Group or any related
company, not granting the holder or trader any corporate or shareholder right, not
even regarding the participation of profits, intellectual property or any other form of
proprietary rights inherent in the company.
It is necessary, from any perspective, to observe the compliance of the BlueBenx token in
full compliance with the Estonian Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing Prevention
Act (MLTFPA), approved on 10/26/2017. Law enacted in Estonia with the purpose of
increasing the transparency of companies and preventing the use of the financial system
for money laundering and terrorist financing.
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